EU's future cyber-farms to utilise drones,
robots and sensors
24 August 2017, by Anthony King, From Horizon Magazine
thanks to the cooperation they will be able to
generate precise maps at centimetre scales," said
Trianni.
"They will initially spread over the field to inspect it
at low resolution, but will then decide on areas that
require more focus," said Trianni. "They can gather
together in small groups closer to the ground."
Importantly the drones make these decisions
themselves, as a group.
Next spring, a swarm of the quadcopters will be
released over a sugar beet field. They will stay in
radio contact with each other and use algorithms
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licenced under CC 3.0 unported
organic farms.

Bee-based maths is helping teach swarms of
drones to find weeds, while robotic mowers keep
hedgerows in shape.
"We observe the behaviour of bees. We gain
knowledge of how the bees solve problems and
with this we obtain rules of interaction that can be
adapted to tell us how the robot swarms should
work together," said Vito Trianni at the Institute of
Cognitive Sciences and Technologies of the Italian
National Research Council.

Today the most common way to control weeds is to
spray entire fields with herbicide chemicals.
Smarter spraying will save farmers money, but it
will also lower the risk of resistance developing to
the agrichemicals. And there will be an
environmental benefit from spraying less
herbicides.
Co-ops
Swarms of drones for mapping crop fields offer a
service to farmers, while farm co-ops could even
buy swarms themselves.

Honeybees, for example, run on an algorithm to
allow them to choose the best nest site, even
though no bee knows the full picture.

"There is no need to fly them every day over your
field, so it is possible to share the technology
between multiple farmers," said Trianni. A co-op
might buy 20 to 30 drones, but adjust the size of
Trianni runs an EU-funded research project known the swarm to the farm.
as SAGA, which is using the power of robotic
groupthink to keep crops weed free.
The drones are 1.5 kilos in weight and fly for
"We can use low-cost robots and low-cost
cameras. They can even be prone to error, but

around 20-30 minutes. For large fields, the drone
swarms could operate in relay teams, with drones
landing and being replaced by others.
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It's the kind of technology that is ideally suited to
today's large-scale farms, as is another remote
technology that combines on-the-ground sensor
information with satellite data to tell farmers how
much nitrogen or water their fields need.

assembled together, while the self-driving bot will be
set off around the garden next spring.
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Wheat harvested from a field in Boigneville, 100 km
south of Paris, France, in August this year will have
been grown with the benefit of this data, as part of
pilot being run by an EU-funded project known as
IOF2020, which involves over 70 partners and
around 200 researchers.
"Sensors are costing less and less, so at the end of
the project we hope to have something farmers or
farm cooperatives can deploy in their fields,"
explained Florence Leprince, a plant scientist at
Arvalis - Institut du végétal, the French arable
farming institute which is running the wheat
experiment.
"This will allow farmers be more precise and not
overuse nitrogen or water."
Adding too much nitrogen to a crop field costs
farmers money, but it also has a negative
environmental impact. Surplus nitrogen leaches
from soils and into rivers and lakes, causing
pollution.
It's needed because satellite pictures can indicate
how much nitrogen is in a crop, but not in soil. The
sensors will help add detail, though in a way that
farmers will find easy to use.
It's a similar story for the robotic hedge trimmer
being developed by a separate group of
researchers. All the farmer or groundskeeper needs
to do is mark which hedge needs trimming.
"The user will sketch the garden, though not too
accurately," said Bob Fisher, computer vision
scientist at Edinburgh University, UK, and
coordinator of the EU-funded TrimBot2020 project.
"The robot will go into the garden and come back
with a tidied-up sketch map. At that point, the user
can say go trim that hedge, or mark what's needed
on the map."
This autumn will see the arm and the robot base
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